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We investigate the use of growth interruption to obtain low-density InAs quantum dots �QDs� on
GaAs. The process was realized by Ostwald-type ripening of a thin InAs layer. It was found that the
optical properties of the QDs as a function of growth interruption strongly depend on InAs growth
rate. By using this approach, a low density of QDs �4 dots /�m2� with uniform size distribution was
achieved. As compared to QDs grown without growth interruption, a larger energy separation
between the QD confined levels was observed, suggesting a situation closer to the ideal
zero-dimensional system. Combining with an InGaAs capping layer such as In-rich QDs enable
1.3 µm emission at 4 K. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3000483�

The growth optimization of self-assembled quantum dots
�QDs� on GaAs has been focused first on the realization of
low-threshold lasers. More recently, it has been demonstrated
that QDs can be efficiently used as single-photon emitters for
quantum cryptography applications1,2 and growth efforts
have been devoted to the fabrication of low-density QD
samples to perform single dot spectroscopy. Fiber-based
quantum communication applications require an emission
wavelength in the 1.3 or 1.55 �m transmission window.
However, most studies have concentrated on QDs emitting in
the ��1 �m range. This is due to the lower sensitivity of
detectors and also to the difficulties in growing sparse and
large enough QDs emitting in this spectral region. There are
few reports of microphotoluminescence �micro-PL� and an-
tibunching experiments based on 1.3 �m InAs/GaAs
QDs.3,4 In particular, we demonstrated that a uniform distri-
bution of low-density InAs QDs emitting at 1.3 �m with
high efficiency can be obtained by employing a combination
of ultralow InAs growth rate and InGaAs capping layer.5,6

Clean exciton-biexciton dynamics,5 antibunching,4 and elec-
troluminescence from single QDs �Ref. 7� were observed,
making these QDs promising candidates for single-photon
sources at 1.3 �m. However, due to the different growth
rates of InAs QDs and InGaAs capping layer, two In cells
have to be used for the growth of such long-wavelength
QDs,5,6 which reduces the flexibility of the QD growth. Low-
density InAs QDs can also be obtained by growing a thin
layer of InAs close to the critical thickness of the two- �2D�
to three-dimensional �3D� growth mode transition.8,9 How-
ever, in this case it is difficult to reach 1.3 �m wavelength
emission since this requires large and thick QDs, i.e., a rela-
tively large amount of InAs. The Ostwald-type ripening pro-
cess occurring during a growth interruption enables the

growth of larger QDs on the expense of smaller QDs and
potentially also the wetting layer �WL� underneath the
QDs,10–15 which creates an opportunity to extend the emis-
sion wavelength of such QDs. Indeed, significant PL energy
redshift from the QDs formed by Ostwald-type ripening of a
1.8 monolayer �ML� thickness of InAs layer has been
observed.12,13 Furthermore, reduction in the QD density was
also demonstrated.10,15 In this work, we show that by com-
bining a low growth rate and a growth interruption it is pos-
sible to obtain low-density and In-rich QDs with very uni-
form size distribution. The QDs obtained by this technique
show higher confinement energies and larger separation be-
tween the energy levels as compared to our previous
method.5 Additionally, as the indium cell temperature can be
changed during the growth interruption, the QDs and the
InGaAs capping layer can be grown with the same cell, re-
leasing the need for two cells. Emission from single QDs in
the 1.3 �m wavelength range at 4 K is demonstrated using
this combination of low growth rate, ripening, and capping.

The samples were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy
�MBE� on semi-insulating �001� GaAs substrates. After ox-
ide desorption, a 0.5-�m-thick GaAs buffer layer was grown
at 620 °C. Then, a 1.7 ML InAs layer was deposited at
500 °C. After growth of the InAs layer, a growth interrup-
tion varying from 0 to 240 s was applied. During the growth
interruption, the growth temperature was kept the same as
that of the QD growth to allow Ostwald-type ripening.10–15

The InAs thickness was determined by the observation of
2D-3D transition.8–10 Once the onset of the 2D-3D transition
was observed, the nominal InAs critical thickness of about
1.7 ML was achieved. The samples were completed by a
100-nm-thick GaAs cap. Their structural and optical proper-
ties were characterized by atomic force microscopy �AFM�,
transmission electron microscopy �TEM�, and PL measure-
ments.

In order to demonstrate the evolution of the optical prop-
erties of the samples as a function of growth interruption,
two sets of samples were grown at different InAs growth
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rates of 0.002 and 0.1 ML/s, respectively. Figure 1 shows the
77 K PL spectra of these samples. The PL spectra of samples
grown at higher growth rate are dominated by a broad PL
band, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. The observation is very similar
to the reports in Refs. 12 and 13. In contrast, for the samples
grown at lower growth rate, clear PL peaks associated with
InAs QDs are present in all spectra except for the one with-
out growth interruption as shown in Fig. 1�b�. Without
growth interruption, a broad PL band covering 1.0–1.37 eV
was observed, similar to that of the sample grown at higher
growth rate. We are working around the regime of 2D-3D
transition. As a consequence, a high density of precursors
coexists with QDs of different sizes for the samples grown
without growth interruption.16 The size dispersion results in
the broad PL bands observed in these samples. Growth inter-
ruption improves the QD size distribution, but the improve-
ment is completely different for the samples grown at differ-
ent growth rates, probably due to the strong growth rate
dependence of the QD size and density.14,17 At lower growth
rate, the QD mean size becomes larger while the QD density
and size fluctuation are reduced significantly.14 The increase
in size and decrease in size fluctuation favor the reduction in
the inhomogeneous linewidth of the emission. Therefore, it is
essential to use a low growth rate to obtain a narrow QD size
distribution. QDs in an uncapped reference sample grown
with a growth rate of 0.002 ML/s and growth interruption of
120 s have a density of about 4 dots /�m2. AFM shows that

the QDs are very uniform and have a single-mode size dis-
tribution �see inset�. With increasing growth interruption, the
WL peak blueshifts and the QD peaks/band redshift. Such
anticorrelation behavior has been explained by mass transfer
from the 2D layer to 3D islands.11,18 The combined and op-
posite shifts in the QD and WL peaks suggest that the QD
formation significantly consumes the WL. This is consistent
with the report in Refs. 10 and 14 where significant QD
volume density increase was observed. With increasing
growth interruption, the PL peaks become well developed
and separated, particularly for the samples grown at low
growth rate. This phenomenon is attributed to the increased
QD size uniformity due to Ostwald-type ripening.10–15

The ground state emission energy of the QDs grown by
ripening of low-growth-rate InAs thin layer is about 1.0 eV
at 77 K. The value corresponds to a room temperature emis-
sion of about 1.3 �m �spectrum not shown�. Usually, room
temperature emission up to 1.3 �m from the InAs QDs em-
bedded in GaAs matrix can only be achieved by growing
thick InAs layer ��2 ML� with a very low growth rate,
provided that growth interruption and InGaAs capping layer
are not used.4,5 This unusual increase in the emission wave-
length makes it interesting to compare the QDs grown with
different approaches. Figure 2 shows the 77 K PL spectra of
two samples �A and B� grown at the same growth rate of
0.002 ML/s. The differences between these samples are InAs
thicknesses and growth interruption. Sample A including 1.7
ML InAs was grown with a growth interruption of 240 s
while sample B including 2.1 ML InAs was grown without
growth interruption. Interestingly, the InAs thicknesses are
different, but their ground state energies are nearly the same
�around 1.018 eV�. Compared to sample B, the WL peak of
sample A is 18 meV higher in energy, indicating that the

FIG. 1. �Color online� 77 K PL spectra of the samples grown at different
InAs growth rates of 0.002 and 0.1 ML/s, respectively. After the growth of
the InAs layer, different growth interruptions were used. The curves have
been shifted vertically for clarity. Inset: AFM of a reference sample grown
with a growth rate of 0.002 ML/s and growth interruption of 120 s.

FIG. 2. 77 K PL spectra of two samples �A and B� grown at the same InAs
growth rate of 0.002 ML/s. The differences between these samples are InAs
thicknesses and growth interruption. Sample A: 1.7 ML InAs layer with a
growth interruption of 240 s, sample B: 2.1 ML InAs layer without growth
interruption. Insets show the g= �002� dark field cross-sectional TEM im-
ages of these samples.
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ripening process used for sample A results in a WL, which is
thinner or has a lower In content. The spectral separations
between ground state and first excited state of the two
samples are rather different �73 and 61 meV for samples A
and B, respectively�. The nearly equal ground state energies
and appearance of a larger energy difference can be attrib-
uted to simultaneous size decrease and In content increase in
the QDs in sample A. The QD size decrease was verified by
TEM measurements as shown in the insets, where the g
= �002� dark field cross-sectional TEM images of the samples
are presented. The QD dimensions �base length�height� in
sample A are about 22 nm�5 nm while the QD dimensions
in sample B are about 35 nm�7 nm. The In content in-
crease in the QDs can be understood on the basis of en-
hanced In adatom migration.10,14 Indeed, during the growth
interruption, In adatoms have enough time to migrate on the
growth surface, which favors the incorporation into existing
coherent islands. As a consequence, the In content of the
QDs increases and the same ground state energy is obtained
with smaller QDs. The QDs with larger energy spacing be-
tween ground state and excited states, including the WL,
represent a situation closer to the ideal zero-dimensional sys-
tem and we expect improved characteristics �e.g., increased
temperature stability� in single-photon devices incorporating
such QDs.

Typical 4 K PL spectra of the sample grown with InAs
growth rate of 0.002 ML/s and growth interruption of 120 s

are presented in Fig. 3. The spectra were taken at different
excitation powers. For the spectra taken at lower excitation
powers, only single Gaussian peak with a linewidth of 17
meV is observed, indicating that the size of the QDs is very
uniform.19 The observation is consistent with AFM investi-
gations. With increasing excitation power, a high energy
peak arises due to state filling behavior of the QDs.20 The
emission wavelength of the QDs is about 1.2 �m �1.038 eV�
at 4 K, but it can be easily extended up to 1.3 �m by using
an InGaAs capping layer, as discussed in Refs. 5 and 6. The
inset shows the 4 K micro-PL emission spectrum from an
unpatterned InGaAs-capped sample, which was grown with
a single In cell for both the QDs and the capping layer. Sharp
isolated lines with a linewidth of about 56 �eV at 957.2
meV are observed, not only confirming the low-density and
high optical quality of these QDs, but also suggesting their
potential application to 1.3 �m single-photon sources.

In conclusion, MBE growth of InAs QDs by Ostwald-
type ripening of thin InAs layer was investigated. The optical
properties of the QDs as a function of growth interruption are
shown to strongly depend on InAs growth rate. Low-density
QDs with a narrow size distribution can be obtained by the
ripening of an InAs layer with the critical thickness value, if
this is grown at low growth rate. As a consequence of the
ripening process, QDs with larger confinement energy and
energy spacing between bound states are formed, represent-
ing a situation closer to the ideal zero-dimensional system.
Combining with an InGaAs capping layer, ripening of a low-
growth-rate thin InAs layer enables 4 K emission from single
QDs with wavelength around 1.3 �m, which provide an op-
tion in realizing single-photon emitters for potential fiber-
based quantum communication applications.
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